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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
This paper deals with inequalities for classes of analytic functions that assume 
values in a disk. By means of these inequalities, conditions for starlikeness and 
convexity for certain subclasses of the normalized, analytic functions are 
established. Let PA,, be defined as the class of analytic functions, in 1 z j < 1, 
with expansion of the form p(a) F 1 + C,P + c~+~zP+~ + ..., n > 1, which 
satisfies the inequality 1 p(z) - 1 1 < l/A, A > 1. The class HA,% contains 
functions which are reciprocals of functions in PA,,; i.e., h(z) E HA,n maps 
1 .a 1 < 1 into a domain contained in the disk with diameter [A/(/I + I), 
W(A - 111. 
The classes of functions obtained by choosing A -= 1 have been studied 
previously. The class PI,% coincides with class Pa,, for OL = 4 introduced in [4] 
where sharp estimates for 1 p’(z)1 , 1 p’(z)/p(z)] , etc., were obtained. The class 
H,,, reduces to the class of functions with Re h(z) > 4. 
The methods used in establishing the basic inequalities for the class P,,, are 
similar to the methods in [4]. They derive from the principle of subordination. 
The sharp inequality for the minimum of Re zh’(z)/h(z) is derived by means of 
a lemma for a mapping of the exterior of the unit disk. It represents a generaliza- 
tion of the methods introduced by the author in 12, Theorem 4.11. 
In Section 3, the type of problem considered will be the determination of 
starlikeness for functions f(z) with f(z)/z E HA,n or f(z)/.a E PA,,; or convexity 
iff’(z) belongs to our special class. Additional applications will refer to mero- 
morphic functions in the form g(z) = A/z - +(z) where / 4(z)l < I z In and 
F(5) = 5 + ‘~0 + (4l;m) i- “.) with F’(5) E HA.,, or PA,, . 
2. DISTORTION THEOREMS FOR THE CLASSES HA,* AND PA,n 
Let PA,n and HAsn denote the classes of functions defined in the Introduction. 
The first two theorems in this section deal with inequalities satisfied by the 
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functions h(z) and p(z) and their derivatives. The bounds for 1 zp’(z)/p(z)l are 
established in Theorem 1, and for the logarithmic derivative of the class HR.% in 
Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 1. Let h(z) E HA,n undp(z) E PASn . Then in [ z 1 < 1 
1 - m/A < Rep(z) < j p(z)] < 1 + P/A, r=IzI, (1) 
(I + r”/A)-l < Re h(x) < 1 h(z)/ < (1 - m/A)-‘. (1’) 
For the proof of this result define the function #(z) by p(z) = 1 - #@)/A, 
then #(a) = zn-lw(z) where w(z) satisfies Schwarz’s lemma (i.e., 1 W(Z)/ < 1, 
w(O) = 0). The lemma follows by subordination. 
THEOREM 1. (A) Let p(z) E PApn then 
/ p’(z)J < nm-l/A for Y < Y, = ([I + n2p - 1)/n, (24 
1 f(z)l < ~94~~ + n2(1 - y2)2]/4A(1 - Y”) for Y > y. . @b) 
(B) Let h(z) E HA,* then 
1 h’(z)] < nyn-l j h(x)12/A for y G ‘b 9 (24 
/ h’(z)] < yn-2[4~2 + n2(1 - Y”)~] 1 h(x)j2/4A(1 - f2) for Y > r, . (24 
Proof. (A) From the above representation P’(Z) = #(x)/A. The bounds 
for the derivative of the function z&z) majorized by P were established by the 
author in [3, Theorem I]. 
(B) follows from the same result and the differentiation of the representa- 
tion h(z) = A/(A - t&z)). 
The following two theorems deal with bounds for the logarithmic derivative 
. . 
for functtons m class P,,, and HA,n; the inequalities derived will serve as the 
basis for calculations of geometric properties such as starlikeness and the con- 
vexity for a variety of analytic and meromorphic functions. 
THEOREM 2. Let P(Y) E P,,, then 
I ~P’teJ(4l 
< (--2[A2 - y2n - n(1 - Y”) Ayn-1]1’2 + 2A - la(l - r2)r’+‘}/(l - rf)yn-1 
for r > rA , (34 
1 &(z)/p(z)l < WV - Yn) foYY < IA , (3b) 
where yA is defined as the so&&n of the equatio 
2r(A - m) = n(1 - r2) A. (4) 
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Proof. Following the method established by the author in [3], wc write 
464 = z n-lw(.z), and use the inequality 
4%) = (1 - +4”)4(4/(l - I z 12>Y [ll, where $h(z), .< 1. 
Let 1 $(O)l = a, 0 < a < 1. Combining differentiation and the condition 
j $(.zO)j < (a $ 1 x0 I)/(1 + a 1 z,, 1) we obtain the inequality 
(1 - G) 1 p’(z)/p(z)j < P-1(-u% + an(l - r”) $ $/(A - urn). (5) 
Let (3 = A - UP; the inequality (5) reaches its maximum for 
U” = [A2 - Y2n - n(1 - Y") AYn--1]1/2. (6) 
The requirement u0 > A - yn is equivalent to (4), the bound (3a) corresponds 
to CQ, and the bound (3b) is obtained for a = 1. This corresponds to the extre- 
ma1 function p(z) = 1 - P/A. 
COROLLARY. Let A = 1, then / zf(z)/j~(z)~ < ~“(1 - rn) for / z 1 < 1. 
It has to be shown that the solution to (4) is given by Y = 1. The result also 
follows by substituting c = 0 in [4, Theorem 71, where the monotonicity of (5) 
for 0 < a < 1 was established for a different class of functions. 
We next establish the equivalent result for class H,,, with corresponding 
corollaries for the class Re h(z) > $. The proof will be based on the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let f(l) = l/(A[ - $) in I 5 / > 1, A 3 1, C+(C) analytic and 
I m e I 5 IP, p = 0, 1) 2 )..., 
Let S(5) = W-5f’(W(5)1, 
S(l) 2 {2R[(p + 1) A(R2 - 1) RP - 1 + A2R2”+2]1’2 
- p(R2 - 1) - 2AR”+2}/(R2 - l), for R < R.,, , 
Va) 
S(C) > (A@+l - p)/(ARp+l + l), for R 3 RA , I 5 I = R> G’b) 
where R, is the solution of 
2(ARp+l + 1) = (p + 1) A(R2 - 1) Rp. 63) 
PYOOf. 
S(5) = Re 5(A - $‘)/(A5 - +I 
= Re Ai&% - 4) - Re CCC + P+IIKX - N + ReM(Al - 4). (9) 
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Let 
s=IA5-$I, arg(A - c$/[) = 6. 
We have I P+(5)\ < 1. It follows that 
I C’ f P#y5 I < (1 - I (b I2 R2vw2 - 11, (10) 
S(l) :> AR cos 6,‘s - R(1 - 1 cj I2 R2p)/sRp(R2 - 1) + p(AR co++) - 1). 
(11) 
The variable ] 4 / is eliminated by means of the triangle inequality / 4 I2 = 
A2R2 + s2 - AR cos 6. The next step is to investigate the coefficient 
of cos 6. The condition for the coefficient of cos S to be negative is 
[A@-+ 1) R/s < ~ARP+~/(R~ - l)]. Sinces > AR - R-P we obtain the condition 
2R(R~+1-l)>(~+1)(R2-l)or2R(R~+R~-1+~~~)>(~+1)(R+1). 
This condition is satisfied by all R > 1, and the minimum of S(t) will be 
obtained by replacing cos S with 1. We obtain 
Rp-l(R2 - 1) S(t) > [(p + 1) A(R2 - 1) R’ - 1 + A2R2p+2]/s 
- p(R2 - 1) R”-’ - 2AR2p+’ + sR2p. 
(12) 
The problem is reduced to minimizing (12) subject to restriction on s. There are 
two possible solutions. The minimum is assumed either for Smrn = 
[(p $- 1) A(R2 - 1) RP - 1 + A2R2P+2]1/2/RP or for s = AR + R-P, according 
to whether 2(ARp+l + 1) > (p + 1) A(R2 - 1) RP. 
COROLLARY. The function f (iJ is starlike if 
4Rs+2A(R2 - 1) - 4R2 > p2(R2 - 1)“. (13) 
This follows by imposing the condition S(c) > 0 on the bound (7b). 
THEOREM 3. Let h(z) E HAsn then 
Re &‘(4 
hc4 
.> 2[nA(l - r”) r-1 - r2n + A2]“2 - n(1 - r2) r+l - 2A 
, (1 - r2) P-1 
(144 
for r ( rA, (14b) 
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2(A + Yn) 7 = nA(1 - Y”). (14c) 
The result follows from Lemma 2. 
Let j(z) = z/(A - z#(z)), where 1 #(.z)i < / z in--l, let 5 = l/z, then j(t) :-= 
l/(A[ - 4). Let h(z) =j(z)/Az = I + c,zn + ..., then h(z) < (I - z/A)-1, 
44 E HA,~ and zh’(z)/h(x) = zj’(z)/j(z) - 1. Equations (14a) and (14b) follow 
from Lemma 2 by letting R = I/Y and subtracting 1. 
As a special case, we obtain the 
COROLLARY. Let Re h(z) > $, then 
Re Zh’(4 > 2[n(l - Y2) yfi-1 - P + 111’2 - n(1 - Y”) Yn-1 - 2 
W4 (1 - Y2) y-1 
for Y > Yo , 
Re Zh’(Z> > _ nYn - 
(4 1 +rn 
for r < Yo , 
(154 
(15b) 
v, solution of 2r(l + yTL) = n(1 - Y”). 
3. ORDER OF STARLIKENESS AND CONVEXITY 
In this section, let j(z) E S be analytic in / z ) < 1, j(0) = 0. j’( 1) = 1, the 
univalence of j(z) need not be assumed. 
LEMMA 3. Let f (z)/z E PAS1 then the order of stmlikeness fur f (2) is gitwn by 
oL > {2[(A - 1) (A $ ~~)]l/~ - 2A + 2(1 - y”))/(l - y”) 064 
?-A = (-A + [2A(A - 1)]1’2)j(A - 2), A # 2, (16b) 
yA z.z g if A = 2, 
or> A--Y (16~) 
f--A--r if Y < YA . 
We hwe Wzf'(4/f(x)> 3 1 - l@(4/~(4l. 
The results of the lemma are obtained by subtracting from 1 the right-hand 
side for (3a) and (3b) for the case it = 1, and solving Eq. (4) explicitly. 
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THKOREM 4. Let f(z)/z EP*.~; then the radius of starlikeness r, for f(z) is 
given by 
r, = A/2 for A < S/2 - 1, (164 
r, = ([(A - 1) (A + 3)lj2 - (A - 1)]/2)‘/2 fog A > 51j2 - 1 (164 
and these results are sharp. 
Proof. The bound (16d) is obtained by setting (16~) equal to zero and solving 
for r,; the condition on A follows from the condition I, < rA . Similarly (16e) is 
derived by using (16a). 
To establish the sharpness of the results consider the function f(z) = 
z - z2/4 Re zf’(z)/f( z vanishes for z = A/2. The extremal function in case ) 
(16e) is given by f(z) = z - z(b + z)/A(l + bz), b real for z = r, where b 
is determined by the condition (6), i.e., the solution of A - r(b + r)/(l + br) = 
[(A - 1) (A + r2)]lj2. 
By similar methods, we can establish 
THEOREM 5. Let f(z)/z E P,,, the radius of starlikeness rS of f(z) is given by 
Y, q = [A/@ + l)]“” for A < (n + 1) {[(n + 1)2 + 1]1/2 - l)/(l + n)}ll”. 
THEOREM 6. Let f (z)/z E HA,n ; then the order of starlikeness off(z) is given by 
2[A2 - r2% + n(1 - r2) Ar+l]l/” - (n - 1) (1 - r”) rn--l - 2A 
a>- (1 - r2) V--l 
for T > rA , (17a) 
for r < yA , (17b) 
rA defined in (14c). 
The result (17a) and (17b) is obtained by substitution of R = l/r in (7a) and 
(7b) or by adding 1 to (14). 
Remark. The results of Theorems 4-6 can be adopted to the determination 
of the radius of convexity for functions f(z) with the hypothesis f’(z) E Ha,n _ 
THEOREM 7. Let g(z) = A/z - 4(z) be meromorphic in 1 C(z)1 < 1 z In-l, 
n = 1, 2,..., A > 0; thm the order of starIikeness of g(z) is given by (17a) and 
(17b). 
The case n = 1 was solved in [2]. 
The radius of starlikeness is determined by setting (17a) equal to 0. 
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THEOREM 8. Let F(c) = 5 -t CZ,, + (al/l) + ..., regular in j 5 1 > 1 
j F’(() - AZ&A2 - 1)1 < A&42 - l), 1 < A < 2(101i2 - 1)“/9; 
then the radius of convexity R, is given by R, = (3/A)l/“. 
Proof. Let h(z) = F’(l/z) = 1 + b,x* + “‘; we have F’(l/z) E HA,2, 
xh’(z)/h(x) = -[F”(<)/F’(<), and the condition for convexity of F(c) will be 
satisfied by (17), n = 2. The result follows from (16a), n = 2. 
THEOREM 9. Let g(x) be convex and let f(z)/g(z) E HIlz,l , then the radius of 
starlikeness rS off(z) is given by the solution of r3 - 3r2 + 8r - 4 = 0. 
Proof. It is known that g(z) convex implies g(z) is starlike of order +. Let 
44 = f (4/&), then xf ‘(x)/f(z) = zg’(4lg(x) + zh’(z)lh(z). Applying (144 
for n = 1, we obtain the condition for starlikeness in the form 
1 __- 
ltr 
(21/2 _ (1 - r2)l/2)2 > o 
l-r ’ 
which reduces to the condition on r, in the theorem. 
Theorem 8 corresponds to Theorem 2 in [5] where the radius of starlikeness 
was determined for f (x)/g(z) E clas P,,, . 
Theorems similar to others in [5] can be developed for class HA,n by equi- 
valent methods. 
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